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Abstract
This article is devoted to the study and analysis of various noise-resistant code structures, which are designed for use in miniature
memory drives on spacecrafts. Error-correcting coding is aimed for correcting memory errors that occur due to ionizing radiation. The
first part of the article provides information about the general memory architecture using error-correcting coding. The second part considers linear code constructions, such as Hamming code, convolutional code, PC and LDPC code, as well as nonlinear code constructions,
which are promising means of correcting memory errors (Vasiliev code, Phelps code, switching code, AMD-code).
Based on the research and analysis data, the conclusion is made about the most suitable code design for the development of the information storage module. It should be noted that the determining requirement for choosing the code for the drive used on the spacecraft is
the presence of simple decoding algorithms that allow high decoding speed and low energy consumption.
Keywords: error-correcting coding, Hamming code, linear code, nonlinear code, Phelps code, switching code, Vasiliev code.

1. Introduction
Nowadays the actual problem is to obtain satellite images of the
Earth's surface. In this regard, there is a need for processing and
storage of large amounts of photo and video data. This affects the
requirements for electronic blocks that provide temporary data
storage. In space there is a number of factors that prevent standard
equipment, including memory drives, from failures. One of the
problems that one has to deal due to the ionizing radiation is software errors (1 will become 0 or conversely— single-event upset,
SEU).
Developing miniature memory drives for onboard electronic component base with high radiation resistance, it is necessary to take
into account the problem of information errors, and find solutions
to deal with them. An effective solution to parry SEU is noiseresistant coding.
Error-correcting coding is applied to detect and correct errors i.e.
the message the message is encoded so that the receiving part
knows whether the error occurred or not, and could correct the
errors if they occur.
In fact, coding is the addition of extra information for verification
to the original information. The transmitting side uses the encoder
and at the receiver side uses the decoder to retrieve the original
message.

2. Method
Flash memory is widely used in modern computer technology due
to the high speed of data exchange and storage density, low power
consumption, as well as significant mechanical endurance. At
present flash memory is the most perspective memory type for
onboard storage of aerospace systems and systems operating under
conditions of hard space radiation.
Two main flash memory technologies are known - NAND and
NOR. NAND technology compared to NOR has less erasing time,
takes less space on the chip, and has a lower cost of one bit. NOR

technology allows getting quick access to each cell individually,
while NAND-memory read/write operations work immediately
with data pages, which size is several Kbits. At the moment
NAND flash memory technology is considered more advanced. At
the same time, each of the technologies has its own applications:
- NOR is used as memory of microprocessors, intended for storage
of executable code and small auxiliary data,
- NAND is used to store large data amounts.
Increasing data storage density and reducing the cost of a single
bit has traditionally been achieved by reducing the size of the
transistors. However, in 1997 a multi-level flash memory (multilevel cell, MLC) was developed [1]. The MLC technology is
based on the possibility of precise control of the number of electrons (charge value) contained on the floating gate of the memory
cell transistor. This allows setting different transistor threshold
voltage levels corresponding to different logic values. In other
words, this technology allows storring a number of bits in a single
cell of flash memory. Currently cells with three levels (TLC,
three-level-cell) are used.
Increasing the number of threshold voltage levels reduces memory
reliability by reducing the difference between them. The probability of error per bit of MLC NAND is about
, which is at
least a hundred times greater than the corresponding SLC memory
index [2]. In addition, the following phenomena negatively affect
the reliability of both SLC and MLC memory [3-6]:
- perturbations caused by writing/reading;
− error caused by exceeding the data retention period;
- accumulation of failed blocks;
- limited number of records;
− floating gate charge leakage;
- high temperature exposure;
− radiation exposure.
To reduce the probability of flash memory error, as well as to
increase the function duration various methods are used, the main
ones are the following:
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- wear leveling is designed to distribute data across different
memory blocks so that all blocks are used approximately the same
number of times [7],
− management of the failed blocks, which is responsible for monitoring usage of memory blocks, showing a non-recoverable error
(―hard‖ error), avoiding writing data in the blocks [8].
Despite the fact that the use of these methods significantly increases the memory duration, they do not allow correcting socalled ―soft‖ errors caused by the transition of the memory cell to
another state. Noise-resistant codes are capable of detecting and
correcting such errors. The task of effective use of noise-resistant
coding for detecting and correcting errors in solid-state memory
and, particulary in flash memory, is one of the most important in
the creation of reliable spacecraft drives.
The defining requirement for noise-resistant codes used in spacecraft memory is the presence of simple decoding algorithms that
allow high decoding speed and low energy consumption.

2.1 linear Coding
Hamming code is a binary error detection and correction code that
can detect single and double errors and fix them. This code is
recommended for systems with a low probability of multiple errors in a simple data structure (one erroneous bit in the data byte).
The Hamming code is described by the ratio 2k≥ m+k+1, where
m+k is the total number of bits in the encoded word. Based on this
equation, the Hamming code can correct all single-digit errors and
detect two-digit errors. In individual cases according to the number of control bits, more than a single-bit error can be corrected
[9].
Advantages and disadvantages of Hamming codes :
- simple design and are easy to decode;
- can only fix single errors.
Figure 1 shows the Hamming code of a 12-bit word and the verification bits
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- do not handle error packets well.
PC codes are non – binary codes where code words bits are considered as groups of bits (most often hexadecimal, octal characters
or bytes). R-S code is able to detect and correct multiple and consecutive data errors [10].
Encoding with the correction of multiple errors in data stored in
flash memory becomes more important with the increase of
memory density. LDPC codes are well known for their ability to
achieve channel throughput with additive white Gaussian noise
and are promising for use in flash reading channels. Some of the
LDPC codes are used in the spacecraft storage, as they meet the
requirements of reliable data storage [11].
Advantages and disadvantages:
- correction of multiple errors;
- difficult to decode.
As noted above, one of the main sources of errors in the spacecraft
memory storage is hard ionizing radiation. The research of noisetolerant codes indicate that the use of nonlinear codes to parry
errors caused by the influence of radiation on spacecrafts may be
more promising than representatives of different classes of linear
codes.

2.2 Nonlinear Coding
In addition, a number of researchers believe that non-linear codes
can compete with linear ones in case of errors associated with a
limited flash memory resource for writing/erasing. The possibility
of using nonlinear codes to improve the reliability of flash
memory is a topical problem.
Thus, the analysis [16-19] shows that representatives of different
classes of nonlinear codes were used or recommended for use in
flash memory to provide :
− integrity and noise immunity;
− protection against fault-injection attacks.
The first construction of nonlinear code, which was proposed to
protect flash memory, is based on the extension of Vasiliev code
(perfect nonlinear Hamming code).
Let p(u) be a linear parity check u, u
). Let V be a
perfect not necessarily linear Hamming code with length
с
information symbols. Let there
, и

be an arbitrary map, such that
for some

. Then the

C code defined as follows
Figure 1:- Hamming Code of 12-bit word and check bits

Convolutional code is common in spacecraft solid-state drives,
because it provides good stability to mitigate isolated impulse
noise. The convolution code is created by passing the information
sequence through a linear shift register with a finite number of
states. Figure 2 shows the convolutional encoder.

Figure 2:Convolutional encoder

Advantages and disadvantages of convolutional codes :
- work effectively in the white noise channel;

(1)
it is a perfect nonlinear Hamming code and is called Vasiliev code.
The code is a partially reliable code with parameters
, it has m undetectable errors, and the probability of undetected errors is
, where
, there is a degree of
nonlinearity of the display f.
There are two non-linear analogue of the Hamming code – Phelps
code and twitching code. The parameters of the considered codes
are given in table 1.
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Table 1: - parameters of the considered codes
Code
structure
Vasiliev code
Code Phelps
Considered code

n

k

– number of undetectable errors
– measure of nonlinearity of permutation
It should be noted that the considered codes are superior to the
linear Hamming code. The codes described above are effective for
noise immunity for single-level flash memory, where multiple
errors do not need to be corrected [12-14].
The advantage of such codes is that they have a high degree of
noise immunity, however are difficult to decode and therefore are
not suitable for the developed memory micromodule.
The algorithm of detection and correction of errors of small multiplicity in small fields has a low computational complexity and
time delay. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the flash memory
using the AMD code.

0.5

3
3
3

8-bit static random access memory drives with byte organization,
which are used to store software executable in satellite computers,
have the traditional protection of hardware – implemented Hamming code (12.8) - i.e. 4 bits of code are formed for each byte of
data, giving 12 in sum. This code is capable of detecting and correcting any single error in a 12-bit Hamming word.

3.1 Modular Redundancy
An alternative approach to EDAC (error detection and correction)based protection is an approach that was implemented on FPGA is
using modular redundancy. Here four memory drives with 8bit
architecture are used to store data copies. After reading, all byte
copies are passed through the voting scheme (executed in a single
gate matrix) so that any single errors are discarded on a majority
principle. This scheme offers excellent protection against SEU
effects and failures in several bits of a single word, but it entails a
extra cost of 300% in memory part. This circumstance is compensated by the Hamming code, since this code has the lowest power
consumption. As a result, it is advisable to use the modular redundancy method in conjunction with the Hamming code.
The micromodule structural scheme is shown on figure 3.

Figure 3: General architecture of a flash memory using AMD code [15]

Figure 4 : micromodule structural scheme

However, selecting large values of the k and m parameters, the
function calculation can be very complicated. Therefore, it is recommended to use this code to protect relatively small
amounts of data. Thus, AMD-codes can be used to design a reliable single-level NOR type flash memory, resistant to both errors
and attacks on the introduced interference.
Linear codes are now used in spacecrafts, but soon nonlinear
structures can compete due to the fact that they have a smaller
number of undetectable errors and errors, which guarantee to lead
to incorrect decoding. The use of nonlinear codes can increase
memory resource by reducing the probability of undetected error.

The micromodule main parts are:
- 4 NAND-flash chips for data storage;
- BMK or ULA (uncommitted logic array) controller
chip;
- 1469TK035 chip for parrying the latch-up effect.
It is established that the reading time does not exceed 33 ns, while
the single flash memory chip reading time is 25 ns.

3. Results
According to the research the Hamming code is the most suitable
for memory micromodule. The purpose of the experiment is to
demonstrate the feasibility of this code design.
It is known that the key parameter of the code used on the spacecraft onboard equipment is the presence of simple decoding algorithms, but there is such an important parameter as the number of
uncorrectable errors, so it is necessary to find out whether the
Hamming code is suitable for this parameter.

3.2 Uncorrectable Errors
According to Guildford Space center on the experience of using
different encoding schemes and configuration of devices for protection of data and software stored in the memory based on devices with standard commercial chips on satellites operating at low
Earth orbit, Hamming code has an SЕU
intensity
with the intensity of "serious"
(unadjusted) errors in
. Multidigit upsets in single-word were not observed. The error intensity
is acceptable since most of the data files unloaded to the ground
during the day.
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4. Conclusion
Based on the research and analysis of various linear and nonlinear
code constructions it can be concluded that the Hamming code is
the most suitable for the project purposes. The Hamming code has
simple decoding algorithms and high decoding speed at low energy consumption. The use of nonlinear codes to parry errors caused
by the influence of radiation on spacecrafts may be more promising compared to representatives of different classes of linear codes,
but they are not suitable for the developed memory storage micromodule because they have more complicated decoding algorithms. The experimental research showed, that the reading time
does not exceed 33 ns using Hamming code and modular redundancy. Further study will be aimed to decrease the module
read/write operation time and radiation tolerance testing.
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